
Downes Building Procedures  July 19, 2012 
 
There should be at least two people in the office when we are open to the public.  If only one person, 
archivist OR office person is present it is permissible to put out the “Sorry we’re closed” sign and lock the 
outer door.  
Opening & Closing topics  
Opening up—  
Unlock both locks on exterior door.  They turn in opposite directions….  
Turn on light in vestibule  
The motion detector alarm has not been set and does not need to be disarmed.  
Hang out “Open” sign  
Unlock inner door and turn on lights  
Open blinds on windows, or at least on window with view of parking lot  
Closing up—  
Follow directions on back of interior door when departing.  The yard lights are on a timer that is 
activated each time the outer door is opened.  They go out after a couple of minutes.  You don’t 
need to worry about them.  
Keys—  
Key holder list is posted on bulletin board.  Keys are on key rack on back of vestibule door.  As of 
June 2012 there are two extra keys.  If someone needs a key for the short term, please note their 
contact information and the date they took the key.  
Heating, cooling and humidity –  
Best to leave settings as they are for winter and for summer per the heating contractor.  However 
be aware if room seems too warm or too cold.  If temperature departs too far from the acceptable 
range an alarm will be triggered and the alarm company will call. Dehumidifier is very noisy.  Turn 
it off if you like while you are here, but remember to turn it back on before you leave.  Setting for AC 
is 68 degrees.  Setting for DeHum is "6"  
Phone calls, email and visitors--  
Listen to phone messages and return calls as appropriate.  Email should be checked and spam 
deleted.  Dorrie will do this remotely if she is out of the office.  
Note visitors and phone calls on daily log sheet (spiral notebook) on desk.  
Greet visitors and have them fill out research or other request forms if appropriate.  Research and 
image request forms are in the file drawer in the left desk pedestal. If you are a substitute for the 
Collections Manager, indicate about how long the turn around time might be.  Encourage those with 
research queries to email around time might be.  Encourage those with research queries to email 
around time might be.  Encourage those with research queries to email  
If needed, sign items out to staff or other MRHS members and sign returned items in--black notebook 
on desk near phone jack.  
Computer power up and down & database--  
To use the PastPerfect database, it needs to be up and running on the "back" computer before you 
start it up on the "front" computer or the laptop.  Likewise, you have to log out of PP on the "front" 
machines before whoever is on the main machine logs out of PP and shuts down.   
Barry Thorp takes care of updates, back-ups, etc.  There is an electronic "computer incident" form 
one can fill in and email to Stephanie if you have a major problem.  It is located in the main folder.  
If you are just filling in for the regular staff it may be more useful to call Barry directly if there is a 
problem.  
Mail –  
We are Box 245 at the downtown Post Office.  The Collections Manager has a box key and is 
responsible for picking up the mail as often as possible.  All mail is opened and distributed to the 
box of the appropriate Board member.  There is a duplicate P O Box key on the key rack.  In the 
event that the Coll Mgr cannot pick up the mail, Lou Allyn will do so.  



Money --  
Expenditures – The Coll Mgr has a charge card for ordering supplies, etc. Should you need to purchase 
something for the office in her absence you will need to do so with your own funds and then request 
reimbursement from the Treasurer.    
Receipts  
Sales of merchandise  
We can only take cash or checks payable to MRHS.  No charge cards, no Pay Pal  
  We do not charge sales tax  
There is a tally sheet in the grey cash box for sales other than  sales of “Colors of Mystic”.  Receipts 
for sales of COM go in the red cash box.  
   
Imaging and research fees – schedule of fees posted on top of file cabinet.  Cash or check payable to 
MRHS  
Membership payments— In general, if there are dues payments put the form AND the check in the 
membership mail box.    
Payment for events and trips—checks should be copied and then copy to “Special Events” and actual 
check to Treasurer.  More specific arrangments to be made on a case by case basis.  
Donations (i.e. money not in payment of dues or fees or for a purchased item) should be noted to the 
Treasurer and the Corresponding Secretary should be notified (with contact information) so that an 
acknowledgement letter may be sent to the donor.  
Monthly cash out – done by Collections Manager on last open day of each month.  Report noting 
sources of cash and actual $$$ to Treasurer.  
Housekeeping  
 • Trash and recycling Trash pickup is Wednesday.  Papers are recycled every other week.   
Put out on an “as needed” basis.  
 • Cleaning – Cleaning supplies in cupboard in bathroom.  Only non-petroleum based 
products to be used in the archives room.  Dusting with plain cloth and/or Swiffering with damp 
refill should be adequate.  Bathroom needs a "quick swipe" one a week.  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  


